
Our accomplish it´s to optimize your costs and time



Who we are?

Our Approach
The benefit of integral services of foreign trade requires one fit definition of the conceptual frame, really a clear 
approach of the business. 

We understand that: 
The libramento of goods at the opportune moment, and to the minimum cost is a forceful competitive tool for our 
clients.
 

How to
achieve it?

Assuring
Operating efficient
and a reliable one.

Guarding the interests
and satisfying the 
necessitien with
our clients.

Looking for
relation forms -

virtual association
in mutual benefit.

Assuming
the operative

responsibilities 
that are necessary.

Being the arms
executors of the

logistic strategies
of our clients.

South American shipping it’s a company of recent 

creation, formed by professionals who put to his 

disposition ten years of experience in international 

trade, in order to provide to the import companies and 

exporters integral services.. 

Our goal is to satisfy the necessities that transport of 

goods and their logistics requires, of the efficient way 

but,  fast  and economic.  Causing that  the 

trustworthiness and quality on watch are the final 

result of our management.

We handled in direct form all the links of the chain of 

distribution of the international trade, which allows 

responding with efficiency to the necessities and 

requirements of all and each one us of our clients.



Foreign trade operations

Marine transport,
containers FCL Air transport Terrestrial transport 

International goods
insurance

Warehouses Customs Agents

International 
Movings

Deposits in Duty
Free Zone

Packaging

Distribution Integral Logistic

Benefits

To obtain minors
total costs Fix to costs

Quality on watch
of the volumes
of operation.

Search of alternatives
that facilitate the

implementation of
new systems.

Unification of
responsibilities for

management control
Minor number of

suppliers.

The hiring of our services allows the companies to capitalize all or some of the following advantages. All of them 
count on escalables characteristics in agreement with each necessity, making ourselves to adapt to the integral 
requirements of each one of our clients. In addition, all have added value, and, in them it found a tool to let grow his 
businesses.

We strategically worked with professional agents with vast located experience and specialization in the principals 
ports of the world. It is our key so that the logistic process is a success, since it allows us to avoid to our clients delays 
to him by administrative reasons, legal or of any other kinds that can be presented/displayed in the complex 
process of merchandise transport.

Overhead and of
project

Our accomplish it´s to optimize your costs and time



www.southamericanshipping.com

South American shipping it is a company 

formed by professionals of international 

trade with experience in the sector.

At the moment we extended our line of 

products, understanding the exigencies 

of the present world, where the tendency 

is the centralization of the di�erent stages 

from an operation of international trade in 

a single operator, in order to avoid 

unnecessary delays and excessive costs. 

This way, we looked for to o�er to a logistic 

service to you and the entire necessary 

one to optimize costs and times.
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Av. Belgrano 748 Piso 7mo Of. 71
C.P. 1092 Capital Federal 
Buenos Aires Argentina 
(00 54 11) 5199-6209
info@southamericanshipping.com
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